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Background: 
The Royal River is a small coastal watershed with a drainage area of 142 square miles. The river has two 
major sources: Sabbathday Lake in New Gloucester and Runaround Pond in Durham. This report assesses 
the potential of Runaround Pond and Chandler Brook as habitat for river herring, alewife and blueback 
herring. River herring are anadromous, migrating from marine to coastal rivers to spawn. Both species spawn 
on gravel, detritus, or submerged aquatic vegetation. Blueback herring prefer swifter moving waters to 
spawn, usually described as pool and riffle areas or shallow areas in the mainstem of rivers with cobble and 
gravel substrate. Alewives spawn in pond and lake habitats, generally using shallow (<4m) areas. 
 
The Royal River and Chandler Brook have the potential to support a small run of alewife and blueback 
herring.  A state petition from 1834 references improving fish passage on the Royal River for alewives, shad 
and salmon. A 2011 report by the DMR provided the opinion that the potential large river herring runs in the 
Royal River was not likely based on returns from stocking efforts in the 1975-2004. Since the 2011 report, 
fish passage has been improved between the Bridge Street and East Elm Street dams. In the summer of 2012, 
granite blocks from a breached dam structure were removed from the river. Before removal, it was thought 
that these blocks were limiting the ability of river herring and shad to ascend the river from the Bridge Street 
Dam to the Elm Street Dam. Since the work in 2012, fish passage has not been quantitatively tested.  
 
This assessment was undertaken to evaluate whether there exists adequate habitat and fish passage in 
Chandler Brook to support modest alewife and blueback herring runs, if passage at the Elm Street and Bridge 
Street dams on the mainstem of the Royal River were improved by restored fishways or dam removal. It 
should be noted that the headwater pond to Chandler Brook, Runaround Pond, currently has no fish passage. 
Further, the pond is created by an outlet dam, which if removed would restore the area upstream to a small 
headwater system. While alewife do make use of small slack-water areas to spawn, their primary spawning 
habitat is in lakes and ponds. Therefore, historical alewife spawning habitat in the Chandler Brook drainage 
is limited to slack-water areas in the brook itself.  
 
The potential for American shad habitat was also considered during the survey, however we found that water 
depths and channel widths were not adequate to support shad spawning. The mainstem of the Royal River, 
however, may support shad populations. American shad generally spawn in quick moving water in the 
mainstem of large rivers. The effect of the impoundment at Elm Street is to reduce flow velocities and 
therefore the amount of high quality shad spawning habitat. Because the amount of shad activity in Chandler 
Brook may be low, and because this survey did not assess the effect of the Elm Street Dam impoundment on 
potential shad spawning habitat in the mainstem of the Royal River, the following observations do not refer 
to American shad. 
 
Current Assessment Methods and Conclusions: 
The entire length of Chandler Brook was assessed from Runaround Pond to the confluence with the Royal 
River, as well as the section of the Royal River from the confluence to the Elm Street Dam. The first section 
was walked by biologists from DMR and the Casco Bay Estuary Partnership (Matt Craig) on November 14, 
2013. Notes were taken describing maintained dams and culverts, remnant dams, and debris dams. The 
downstream portion of the brook was assessed again by canoe on July 2 and September 4, 2015. Notes and 
GPS points were taken for existing and remnant dams, and notes were taken for culverts and debris dams. 
Photos were taken for all existing and remnant dams as well as other features of importance.  
 



The survey found 13 remnant dams on Chandler Brook, however only one (point 18 below) may present a 
fish passage problem. In the upper and middle sections of the brook, there are numerous debris jams from 
downed trees and beaver activity. While some debris jams and beaver dams in the upper portion of the brook 
may need to be breached for fish passage, most are passable and likely creating fish habitat by providing 
structure in the stream. Regarding the potential of the brook to support spawning populations of alewife, 
there are numerous sections in the upper, middle, and lower sections of the brook where there is low 
gradient, slow moving water, shallow sections over cobble, sand, and aquatic vegetation that would likely 
support limited alewife spawning. While some of these sections are impoundments created by culverts or 
remnant dams, at least 4-5 sections exist naturally above areas of ledge drops and gradient changes, all of 
which are passable by alewife. Regarding the potential for blueback herring spawning, the impoundment on 
the mainstem of the Royal River may be flooding sections that would be used by blueback herring for 
spawning. Within Chandler Brook, the ledge drops described above also contained pool and riffle habitat 
with sand and cobble substrate, which could support blueback herring spawning. 
 
Dates and Locations:   
11/14/13 – Runaround Pond to Sweetser Road 
7/2/15 – Sweetser Road to Milliken Road 
9/4/15 – Milliken Road to Elm Street Dam 
 
Notes from 11/14/13 
General Notes: From Runaround Pond to the Sweetser Road, the most substantial amount of beaver activity 
was observed (compared to lower stretches). Multiple woody debris jams may need to be breached for fish 
passage. We recorded the locations of nine remnant dams, one of which (point 18 below) may be a barrier. 
The stream in this segment is low gradient, but less turbid than lower sections.  

1. Runaround Pond Bypass Channel: Channel to the east of dam outlet, possibly the original channel. 
Undersized culvert at Runaround Pond Road. Stream may become dry during summer. About 1” of 
water in streambed (11/4/13). Complete fish passage barrier. Scour pool on downstream side. Road 
bank was recently restabilized. At head of bypass channel with Pond there is an old earthen dam that 
is breached but still holding water. 
Map ID: 1. Runaround Pond Rd crossing of bypass 

2. Runaround Pond Dam 
Old granite block dam, DACF owned. New culvert at road. Good amount of water coming through 
stop log area. 
Map ID: 2. Runaround Pond Dam 

3. Beaver dam about 0.2 mile downstream from dam. Probably could be removed by hand.  
Map ID: 3. Beaver Dam 

4. Beaver dam about 200m downstream. More thoroughly built, but could breach by hand. 
Map ID: 4. Beaver Dam 

5. Low head remnant granite dam about 200m downstream. Impounding one side, but bypass on north 
side. Breached beaver dam on the old structure. 
Map ID: 5. Low head remnant dam 

6. Small debris jam about 100m downstream 
7. Very substantial debris jam about 50m downstream. Open to slow moving water for at least 600m, 

looks impounded, becomes braided with lots of beaver activity. 
8. Large tree about 800m downstream blocking flow almost completely. Water flowing over center a 

bit. Likely flow under the tree. 
Map ID: 8. Large tree jam 

9. Downed tree and debris jam about 25m downstream. River continues for about 600m downstream 
slow moving with no jams. 

10. Old remnant stonewall/hand placed rock dam. Not a barrier, rocks are below water surface. 
Map ID: 10. Remnant stone wall 



11. Old crossing or hand-built rock dam. 
12. Bridge at Poland Range Road. No barrier. 

Map ID: 12. Bridge at Poland Rand Rd. 
13. Drove to old dam site on Lawrence Road. Ledge and cobble upstream and downstream. 

Map ID: 13. Randall Mill Dam (removed) 
14. Low head remnant dam on Fauver driveway. Not a passage problem. This dam is causing an 

impoundment upstream probably because the system is so low gradient. Dam is breached and allows 
passage. 
Map ID: 14. Remnant Dam (Fauver driveway) 

15. Lawrence Road crossing. Two 8’ wide culverts, possibly bottomless or embedded. Marked at 
potential barrier in Barrier Survey, but likely not a barrier. Small scour area that is not aligned with 
the stream. Undersized. 
Map ID: 15. Lawrence Road crossing 

16. Remnant dam below road crossing  
Map ID: 16. Remnant dam below Lawrence 

17. Old dam remnant with large tree on far shore, not a barrier 
Map ID: Remnant Dam 

18. Breached old stone dam. Causing impoundment upstream to Lawrence Road. Possibly passage 
problems depending on spring flows. Some work with a small excavator could easily fix. Access to 
the site on the west side of brook. 
Map ID: Remnant Dam 

19. Elmwood St. crossing marked on Barrier Survey as Barrier. Small debris jam on upstream side. 
Downstream side is perched and dry at low flows. Culvert needs to be embedded or back watered. 
Scour pool on downstream side. Rocks placed in downstream side to try to improve passage.  
Map ID: 19.  Elmwood St crossing 

 
Notes from 7/2/15 
General Notes: From the Sweetser Road to Milliken Road the stream has numerous segments (4-5) of pool 
and riffle habitat associated with changes in elevation. These segments appear to be natural features and 
create natural impoundments of low gradient flow upstream of each. In the slower flowing portions, there are 
multiple areas of downed trees, some of which may cause fish passage problems if they collect debris or 
become active beaver dams. Not all of these points were mapped. GPS points were collected at remnant dam 
structures and the largest woody debris jams. At this trip, they did not present barriers to fish passage. There 
was little human development on the land around the stream. The riparian buffer was intact throughout most 
of the segment, and the majority of the stream was shaded by canopy cover. The water temperature seemed 
very cool (did not take temperature) for July and seemed that groundwater may be feeding stream.  

20. Remnant Dam 
Map ID: 20. Remnant Dam 

21. Sweetser Rd. Beaver Dam on downstream side of road 
Not mapped 

22. About 0.2 mile downstream of Sweetser Rd. Remnant dam of granite blocks. Dam is 6m thick, 18m 
long, 1-2m deep. Flow over the structure even in low flow. Not a fish passage problem.  
Map ID: 22. Remnant Dam 

23. Falls and pool and riffle habitat about 0.2 mile downstream of dam. About 150-200m stretch of pool 
and riffle. Appears to be natural feature. Cobble, sand, and boulder substrate. Good canopy cover. 
Not mapped 

24. Remnant dam at confluence with tributary. Not a fish passage barrier. Located just upstream of 
Elmwood Road. Tributary is intermittent. 
Map ID: 24. Remnant Dam 

25. Woody debris jam from downed trees. 
Map ID: 25. Debris jam 



26. Log jam, many downed trees in stream. 
Map ID: 26. Log jam 

27. Remnant dam that is flooded (even at low flow) and not a barrier. Directly upstream of snowmobile 
trail bridge.  
Map ID: 27. Remnant dam flooded at low flow 

 
Notes from 9/4/15 
General Notes: From Milliken Road to the mainstem of the Royal River the stream was low gradient with 
turbid water over Presumpscot clay/sand formation. The riparian buffer was intact throughout most of the 
segment, with some (3-5) houses on the stretch, but all were located outside of stream’s riparian corridor. 
There were some downed trees in the segment but no impassable barriers. The largest woody debris jam was 
mapped and GPS points collected at all remnant dam structures. There were two short stretches of pool and 
riffle habitat close to Milliken Road. The remnant dams described below create short (<100m) 
impoundments and have been modified (unknown by whom) to create fish passage. Water depth along the 
Chandler Brook segment is generally <4ft at low flow. The impoundment from the Elm St. Dam begins at 
the confluence of Chandler Brook and the Royal River. Water depth is thought to be >6ft (not measured). 
Low gradient and very slow flow.  

28. Downstream from Milliken Rd. about 1 river mile. Old rock dam that has been modified to make a 
small rock ramp. Impoundment extends upstream about 50-75m. About 20m across and 30m long. 
About 3ft vertical height. Rocks are small and movable by hand. 
Map ID: 28. Old rock dam modified with stone ramp 

29. Large woody debris jam 
Map ID: 29. Large debris jam 

30. Old rock dam that has been modified to make a small rock ramp. Old granite slabs on bank on 
upstream side. Not a fish passage barrier. 
Map ID: 30. Old rock dam modified with rock ramp 

31. Old rock dam that is covered by ~6” water at low flow. About 35m across the stream 
Map ID: 31. Old rock dam flooded at low flow 

 
  



 



 
 

 
 

Observation 
Date Google Earth Point Label Zone UTM E UTM N

Report 
Point # Summary description

11/14/2013 1. Runaround Pond Rd crossing of bypass 19 T 406422.54 m E 4867122.45 m N 1 Runaround Pond Road crossing of Runaround Pond bypass channel
11/14/2013 2. Rundaround Pond Dam 19 T 406185.00 m E 4866990.00 m N 2 Runaround Pond Dam
11/14/2013 Chandler/bypass confluence 19 T 406255.77 m E 4866799.53 m N Confluence of Chandler Brook with bypass channel
11/14/2013 3. Beaver dam 19 T 406243.00 m E 4866722.00 m N 3 Beaver Dam 
11/14/2013 4. Beaver dam 19 T 406176.16 m E 4866618.69 m N 4 Beaver Dam 
11/14/2013 5. Low head remnant dam 19 T 406270.87 m E 4866550.81 m N 5 low head remnant granite dam
11/14/2013 u 6 small debris jam
11/14/2013 7 very substantial debris jam 50 m downstream
11/14/2013 8. Large tree jam 19 T 405592.82 m E 4865915.23 m N 8 Large tree 
11/14/2013 9 Downed tree and debris jam
11/14/2013 10. Remnant stone wall 19 T 405191.09 m E 4865686.90 m N 10 Old remnant stonewall
11/14/2013 11 Old crossing or handbuilt rock dam
11/14/2013 12. Bridge at Poland Rand Rd. 19 T 404843.00 m E 4865122.00 m N 12 Bridge at Poland Range Road
11/14/2013 13. Randall Mill Dam (removed) 19 T 404403.00 m E 4864756.00 m N 13 Drove to old dam on Lawrence Road (Randall Mill Dam removed 2013)
11/14/2013 14. Remnant Dam (Fauver driveway) 19 T 404470.00 m E 4864953.00 m N 14 Low head dam near Fauver driveway
11/14/2013 15. Lawrence Road crossing 19 T 404277.00 m E 4864546.00 m N 15 Lawrence Road Crossing
11/14/2013 16. Remnant dam below Lawrence 19 T 404235.45 m E 4864500.19 m N 16 Remnant dam below Road crossing
11/14/2013 17. Remnant dam 19 T 403919.00 m E 4864208.00 m N 17 Old dam remnant with large tree on far shore
11/14/2013 18. Remnant dam 19 T  403803.52 m E 4864004.21 m N 18 Breached old stone dam
11/14/2013 19.  Elmwood St crossing 19 T 401912.50 m E 4862372.78 m N 19 Elmwood Street crossing
11/14/2013 20. Remnant dam 19 T 403655.56 m E 4863779.51 m N 20 remnant dam (no notes)
7/2/2015 21 Sweetser Rd. Beaver Dam on downstream side of road
7/2/2015 22. Remnant dam 19 T 403375.00 m E 4863302.00 m N 22 .2 miles downstream of Sweetser, remnant dam of granite blocks.  
7/2/2015 23 Falls and pool and riffle about .2 mile downstream of dam
7/2/2015 24. Remnant dam 19 T 403003.09 m E 4863045.82 m N 24 Remnant dam at confluence with tributary
7/2/2015 25. Debris jam 19 T 402177.49 m E 4862651.80 m N 25 Debris jam upstream of Elmwood
7/2/2015 26. Log jam 19 T 401552.94 m E 4861934.84 m N 26 logjam, lots of trees down
7/2/2015 27. Remnant dam flooded at low flow 19 T 401511.23 m E 4861392.44 m N 27 Remnant dam that is flooded, directly upstream of snowmobile bridge
9/4/2015 19 T 401430.00 m E 4859747.00 m N Milliken Road.  Stop July survey, start Sept survey
9/4/2015 28. Old rock dam modified with stone ramp 19 T 401804.97m E 4859240.25 m N 28 Old rock dam that has been modified to make a small rock ramp.
9/4/2015 29. Large debris jam 19 T 402113.55 m E 4858565.93 m N 29 Large debris jam
9/4/2015 30. Old rock dam modified with rock ramp 19 T 402009.81 m E 4858495.70 m N 30 Old rock dam that has been modified to make a small rock ramp.
9/4/2015 31. Old rock dam flooded at low flow 19 T 402058.60 m E 4857760.34 m N 31 Old rock dam covered by 6" at low flow. About 35 m across the stream.
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Remnant dam at head of bypass stream from 
Runaround Pond 
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Pond outlet to bypass, remnant dam on right 
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Culvert from Runaround Pond to stream bypass 
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Runaround Pond stream bypass 
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Pond outlet to bypass  
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Stream bypass from Runaround Pond 
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Runaround Pond bypass stream 
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Culvert on Runaround Pond Road at stream bypass  
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Culvert on Runaround Pond Road at stream bypass  
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Culvert on Runaround Pond Road between pond and 
state dam 
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Runaround Pond Dam 
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Runaround Pond Dam 
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Slot for spill at Runaround Pond dam 
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Chandler Brook directly downstream of dam 
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Stream below Runaround Pond dam 
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Chandler Brook upper portion, impounded by beaver 
dam 
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Chandler Brook upper portion, upstream on substantial 
beaver dam 
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Beaver dam on upper portion 
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Confluence of Runaround Pond bypass with Chandler 
Brook 
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Granite block remnant dam 
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Granite block remnant dam 
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Granite block remnant dam 
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Small debris jam 
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Small debris jam 
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Beaver dam 
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Tree obstructing passage 
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Tree and debris jam 
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Remnant stone wall 
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Remnant dam 
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Poland Range Road crossing 
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Randall Mill Dam location (removed) 
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Randall Mill Dam (removed) view upstream 
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Randall Mill dam (view of stream) 
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Remnant dam with passage 
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Remnant dam with passage 
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Remnant dam with passage 
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Lawrence Road Crossing 
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Remnant dam below Lawrence Rd. crossing 
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Remnant dam below Lawrence Rd. crossing 
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Stream at remnant dam 
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Remnant dam 
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Remnant dam 
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Remnant dam 
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Shoreline at remnant dam  
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Breached old stone dam 
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Breached old stone dam 
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Breached old stone dam 
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Breached old stone dam 
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Elmwood St. crossing 
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Elmwood St. crossing 
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Elmwood St. crossing 
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Scour pool at Elmwood St. crossing 
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Scour pool at Elmwood St. crossing 
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Pool and riffle areas created by natural ledge drops 
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Pool and riffle areas created by natural ledge drops 
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Pool and riffle areas created by natural ledge drops 
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Elmwood St. crossing 
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Elmwood St. crossing 
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Remnant dam 
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Remnant dam  
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Remnant dam 
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Submerged remnant dam 
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